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MEDFORD IRRIGATION DISTRICT  

Regular Board Meeting Minutes  

June 14th, 2023 @ 1:30 pm 
 

Present: Sean Naumes, Dennis O’Donoghue, Henry Vaninetti, Matt Borman, Jack Friend-Manager/Secretary 

Absent: Dave Urton 

 

Call meeting to order: Chairman Naumes called the meeting to order at 1:32 pm. 

Minutes: Chairman Naumes asks if there are any comments or corrections to the minutes. Chairman Naumes 

called for a motion to approve the regular and special board meeting minutes. Director Vaninetti motions to 

approve the May 10th and 31st, 2023, minutes, Director O’Donoghue seconds the motion, and the motion carries. 

Financials: Friend: We do have a resolution behind the financials regarding switching to a cash basis from an 

accrual basis. Upon advisement of our new auditor for this year, there are only a small number of them that are 

under an accrual basis and those districts have Brewster’s office as their current auditor. It suits our operation 

better and gives us a true look at our financials actual bottom line. We recommend following the auditor’s advice. 

This will take place immediately and also be used for our 2022 audit year.  

Borman: Curious as to what is the benefit of this change.  

Flanakin: A cash basis shows actual numbers instead of forecasting.  

Chairman Naumes: Had a question on TID O&M why is that figure over?  

Friend: The whole southern system is owned by the reclamation and operated by TID. They operate under a 

different fiscal year than MID. TID gives us an estimate of what their O&M is going to be. That is what we plug 

into the budget for the year.  

Naumes: Yard maintenance and equipment? Seems quite high than what we budgeted it for.  

Flanakin: We replaced all our security lighting around the property with LED lighting.  

Friend: On another note, our government pool account interest has increased dramatically over the past year and 

that reflects on the interest income account. 

Chairman Naumes called for a motion to approve the resolution 2023-09. Director Vaninetti motions to approve 

the resolution 2023-09 cash basis, Matt Borman seconds the motion, and the motion carries.  

Delinquent Accounts: Flanakin: Last month’s A/R was $182K and this month’s is $115K. Our oldest account of 

12K+ sold and was paid in full. Regarding the foreclosures, we added Jeanie King to the list and started the process. 

Her son that was making faithful monthly payments has ceased. I have contacted Mr. King on several occasions 

to set up a payment plan but have not received any response until this last time. We received a registered, certified 

letter (June 5th) from him that address his feelings about MID and himself but not Jeanie King’s account. It has 

been turned over to our counsel for foreclosure. Accounts are looking good, and monies are trickling in. 

Administration: Friend: We have continued to have consistent flows through the entire system solely utilizing 

streamflow. There is plenty of live streamflow in Bear Creek still while Little Butte Creek is falling quickly. Brian 

and I made the Call on South Fork Water to try and extend the date for opening Fish Lake out as far as possible. 

Fourmile releases started on the 8th and we are currently moving 40 CFS out of the dam into the Cascade Canal to 

feed Fish Lake. Fourmile is at 64% with 10,054 a/f. That is 92% of the average for this time of year. The southern 

reservoirs have 67,410 a/f combined. This is 58% of the full pool. Our allotment ended up at 4,112 a/f. That is 

51% of our max allotment. With the healthy streamflow still coming down Ashland Creek, We should start pulling 

from our southern bank later than normal. We are starting to notice excess moss in the canals. We have prepared 

both excavators with moss rakes and will be hitting the heavy areas now. The moss slows down the velocity, 

reduces capacity, and creates leaks. On another note, Cliff Holden just retired. He has been serving MID for 35 

years. We had a retirement party for him on the 31st. We wish him luck on his next life adventures. Keeping up 

with this will likely be our biggest challenge moving forward this season. Update on the Fourmile case, we haven’t 

heard anything on the Stay at this point, we are continuing to run business as usual until told otherwise. FCA has 

developed a new web Portal for MID staff and the Board to utilize. It puts everything that we have worked on with 

them in one organized place. (Short tutorial given) It is very impressive, and I will be utilizing it to keep the Board 
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up to date on our projects moving forward. The RBWUC bills will see an increase as we navigate the legal process 

of protecting our water rights.  

Old Business:  Let’s start with By-Laws updated policy to review and vote at the next meeting. Borman: How 

much of this is new and how much of this is re-written from the past?  Flanakin: The original by-laws are all 

included along with newly added updated information.  

RBWUCI:  May 2023 Bill: $ 2,254.32 and June 2023 Bill: $ 9,002.01. Chairman Naumes called for a motion to 

approve the RBWUI bills. Director O’Donoghue motions to approve the RBWUCI bills, Director Borman seconds 

the motion, and the motion carries. 

Adjourn Regular Session: Meeting adjourned at 2:37 pm 

      

 

______________________________                       __________________________________ 

Sean Naumes – Chairman                                         Jack Friend – District Manager/Secretary 


